
REBREATHER DIVING IN MEXICO’S CAVES
Rebreathers are becoming increasingly popular for cave diving in Mexico.  For some dive sites, such as Mayan Blue, rebreathers really 
come into their own. With a maximum depth of about 24 m/ 80 ft, rebreather divers can enjoy long dives venturing down a multitude 
of varied tunnels such as the bright blue saltwater of E Tunnel, and the spooky black tannic lines in A Tunnel and The Dead Zone. At 
other sites, rebreathers can be a little tricky -- such as the extreme ups and downs of Cenote Tajma Ha. We will help you pick the best 
spots for your rebreather to get the most out of your dives. 

  2024 CCR DIVING PRICE LIST

While they are powerful tools, rebreathers carry significant risks both from a safety and from a conservation perspective. If this is your 
first time bringing your rebreather to Under the Jungle, please be aware of the following:

Certification: We require a Cave CCR certification, as well as proof of certification on your unit, for guided rebreather cave dives.

Bailouts: Standard bailout configuration for the Mexican caves is two Al80’s filled with 32% nitrox. Penetration distances are based on 
available bailout. Additional bailouts may be staged to increase penetration. For decompression dives, an additional Al40 of oxygen is 
carried. 

On-board gas: Under the Jungle is in the process of increasing its fleet of on-board cylinders. Please let us know your preferred cylinder 
configuration, including size and whether you use left/right or in-line valves. On-board cylinders are included in our guiding prices. 
Divers who choose to bring their own oxygen cylinders will need to have it inspected at their own cost, which requires advance notice 
and at least one day for the inspection. 

Shakeout dives: If this is your first time diving with Under the Jungle, the first day will be an easy shakeout day. The first dive will be 
along a cavern line with a halocline, to confirm weighting in the salt water and acclimatize to the environment in a controlled manner. 
If all goes well, we will make a subsequent short cave dive along a training line and include a bailout during the exit.

Conservation: Mexico’s caves are shallow and delicate! Standard practice is no-contact cave diving, so no pull-and-glide, touching for-
mations, or pushing off the floor! For divers new to the area, we will start with easy dives and slowly ramp up the difficulty according to 
the diver’s abilities. We take our role as stewards of the environment seriously! 

SAFETY AND LOGISITICS

PACKAGE PRICING

Five-Day Rebreather Cave Diving Package

Save 10% on your dives when you book multiple days of cave diving 
with us. These prices include private guiding for you and your buddies, 
fills with 32% nitrox, weights, transportation from the dive center to the 
cenotes and back, and entrance fees up to $50 USD/person.

$1350 USD (private) 
$1125 USD/diver (group)

DAILY RATE 
1 cave dive/day $300 USD (private), $250 USD/diver (group)

maximum dive time 240 minutes (longer or more complex technical dives at additional cost)

Ten-Day Rebreather Cave Diving Package

Save 15% on your dives when you book multiple days of cave diving 
with us. These prices include private guiding for you and your buddies, 
fills with 32% nitrox, weights, transportation from the dive center to the 
cenotes and back, and entrance fees up to $50 USD/person.

$2550 USD (private) 
$2125 USD/diver (group)

WHAT’S INCLUDED?
• World-class cave dives
• Entrance fees up to $50 USD
• On-board cylinders and bailouts with 32% nitrox
• Transportation from the dive center to the cenotes and back (pick up from lodgings between Playa del Carmen and         
  Puerto Aventuras may be available as a courtesy, based on location, just let us know where you are staying)

WHAT’S EXTRA?
* C02 absorbent available at market cost. We have Softnolime 797 in stock and it is available by the fill or by the keg 
* DPV rental $45 USD/DPV/day, gear rental is $10 USD/piece
* Trimix and deco gas bailouts at market cost
* Porter service available for $35 USD/day
* Camera/drone fees are additional for some sites, email for details about specific sites


